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SETI is the problem of the greatest importan e
for modern astronomy from the viewpoint of world
outlook. It is absolutely impossible to give here all
the reasons why it is so popular among resear hers,
philosophers, writers, psy hologists, and other representatives of the intelle tual elite of mankind. It
will hardly be an overstatement to say that any fundamentally important step toward the development
(to say nothing about \solving", i.e., the dis overy
of extraterrestrial intelligen e) of this problem would
have revolutionary onsequen es for the entire world
s ien e, for the entire self- ons iousness of mankind,
for its self-determination in Spa e. Say, all the philosophi al and purely s ienti analyses of the phenomenon of intelligen e | all attempts to determine
its essen e, methods of identi ation of intelligent,
ons ientious a tivities (re all the famous \Turing
test"), spe i s of its genesis and role in the overall stru ture of the Universe | are fraught with fundamental narrow-mindedness. The basi prin iples of
s ienti analysis of any phenomenon require that one
studies the greatest possible number of its parti ular implementations (single variants, whi h should
di er from ea h other by stru tural and fun tional
properties to the maximum possible extent). However, we know only one intelligen e | i.e., human
intelligen e, whi h we all \ ons iousness", and we
a tually have no way to analyze this reality \obje tively". Cons iousness is, by de nition, the only instrument of ognition. Can it be ome itself an obje t
of ognition? The paradox is that the foremost of all
questions raised by the mankind still remains unanswered. We have no example of \another intelligen e
"... Above everything, we would like to meet fellow
intelligent beings. We have been purposefully looking
for them for about 50 years, and one would expe t
that they have been seeking us for an in omparably
longer time (although it is fare to say that the terrestrial ivilization has begun to produ e osmi -s ale
manifestations only sin e radio was invented about
one hundred years ago), however. . . we have not met
them yet.

The history of SETI programs has undergone several stages. We do not dis uss here purely spe ulative models of natural philosophers (e.g., G. Bruno)
and s ien e- tion writers, and go straight to the
rst, \naively optimisti ", stage of development of the
problem of extraterrestrial ivilizations. Chronologially, this orresponds to 1960{1970-ies. This period
was hara terized by onspi uous te hnologi al orientation of SETI studies (whi h shows up even in
\so iologi al" and \ ulturologi al and ivilizationist"
style onstru tions of the pioneers of the sear h for extraterrestrial ivilizations). Furthermore, many onlusions | espe ially at the beginning of these studies
| were too abstra t and spe ulative (re all, in this
onne tion, the well-known Drake formula). Every
ivilization was believed to develop (exponentially)
in an as ending line, rea hing rather rapidly (by osmi time s ales) the highest te hnologi al level (and,
naturally, the highest level of energy onsumption).
Su h ivilizations begin to explore the surrounding
spa e and, e.g., eventually master the energy of their
entire galaxy. Su h an \astroengineering" trend of
the evolution of spa e ivilizations was addressed by
F. Dyson, N. Kardashev, L. Leskov, and many other
resear hers1. It is \evident" that the higher the te hnologi al level of a ivilization, the more sense it
makes for it to look for \a partner for osmi dialog"
or even simply for \another intelligen e", be ause the
interest in this problem (as we know from our own
experien e) is of obje tively existential nature. A ivilization that has stepped into spa e be omes appreiable. Manifestations of its a tivity (let us skip here
the problem of demar ation of natural and obviously
arti ial phenomena) annot fail to be seen if the Universe hosts, at least one, somewhat developed te hno1

See, e.g.,: Leskov L.V. Kosmi heskie tsivilizatsii: problemy evolyutsii. (\Spa e ivilizations: problems of evolution")
Mos ow: Znanie, 1985 (in Russian)., Shklovskii I.S. Vselennaya, zhizn', razum (\The Universe, life, and intelligen e"),
seventh edition, Mos ow, 1987 (in Russian). Rubtsov V.V. and
Ursul A.D. Problema vnezemnykh tsivilizatsii (\Problem of
extraterrestrial ivilizations"), Kishinev, 1984 (in Russian).
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logi al ivilization, whi h has also be ome interested
in the problem of its nonuniqueness. In other words, if
extraterrestrial ivilizations exist, it is quite possible
to at least dis over them and, moreover, this is not
a diÆ ult task. Enthusiasts have developed dozens of
possible strategies for sear hing for \extraterrestrials"
and s enarios for the onta t and intera tion of di erent osmi ivilizations (in luding the development of
a ommuni ation language). It only remained to implement all these strategies and s enarios. The progressive development of radio teles opes allowed us
to probe spa e deeper and deeper in in reasing number of frequen y intervals. We addressed messages to
potential fellow intelligent beings, we were ready to
re eive our \brothers" on the Earth (it was learly
more reasonable and likely to expe t a \visit" of representatives of some super ivilization than to prepare
to y one does not know where and visit extraterrestrials \on their own territory"). It seemed that the
long-awaited breakthrough in experiments was going
to happen just now. However, Spa e remained silent.
Experts in humanitarian elds | psy hologists, linguists, spe ialists in so ial s ien es | began to take
in reasingly more a tive part in these studies. An entire interdis iplinary eld | astroso iology | ame
into life. However, we are fa ing yet another paradox
| this s ien e has everything ex ept the a tual subje t of investigation (other than the anthropomorphi
fantasies of exuberantly imaginative resear hers)2. It
was be oming lear that the aw was rooted not in
te hni al omputations or in the limitedness of our
knowledge about Nature, but rather in the methodologi al, or, on a broader s ale | philosophi al |
support (justi ation) of SETI programs. Optimism
de lined. \Thinking s epti s" suggested alling the
resulting situation the astroso iologi al paradox (the
AS paradox): given the age of the Universe and the
impli ations of the theories of osmi ivilizations,
highly developed ivilizations should be by no means
a rare phenomenon; we should see them (our presentday instruments are already suÆ ient to this end)
or they should have already visited us; however, this
is obviously not the ase. The lapidar formulation of
the AS paradox: \If extraterrestrials really exist, their
spa eships must have been in the Solar system for a
long time". However, there are no spa eships, whereas
extraterrestrial ivilizations must exist, hen e. . . The
resear hers tried to interpret the AS paradox along
various lines: from purely fantasti (like \extraterrestrials exist, but they live and observe us from parallel worlds"), \buddhisti " (extraterrestrial iviliza2

It is, however, fair to say that some \astroso iologi al" studies proved to be valuable from the viewpoint of purely \internal" problems of the terrestrial ivilization.

tions lose interest in the surrounding Cosmos at a
ertain stage of their development), and \so iologi al" (highly developed ivilizations are short lived
and destroy themselves as a result of internal oni ts) to \pessimisti " (our terrestrial ivilization is
simply a unique phenomenon be ause of the random
nature of the pro ess that \triggers" biologi al and
so ial evolution of matter and for this reason, it is
a tually improbable to be repeated in some other
pla e of the Universe | this is the famous on ept of
I.S.Shklovsky). The on epts of philosophers, who offered a broader riti al and methodologi al approa h
to the problem, remained at the periphery of the disussion. Hen e if the absen e of extraterrestrial ivilizations proves to be less likely than their \ubiquitous" and a tive existen e, it is reasonable to suggest
that there are so far unknown me hanisms or even
laws of unknown nature | not ne essarily physi al
| whi h prevent onta ts between di erent intelligent beings. Our \great solitude" in the Universe may
prove to be rooted in some profound prin iples (that
are philosophi al in essen e) of the organization of
the Universe, whi h have so far es aped the attention
of natural s ien es resear hers. However, we believe
that it is philosophi al models that deserve the losest attention, be ause without philosophi al analysis
there appears to be no solution of any heuristi value
to the evident impasse in SETI resear h. Unfortunately, the philosophi al introspe tion of the problem remains on a rather low level. Most of presuppositions impli itly adopted in SETI programs still
remain based on rather primitive naively materialisti on epts. Their \ ore" assumption is the \thesis
of anthropomorphism ": extraterrestrial intelligen e is
isomorphous to our intelligen e as far as their essential properties are on erned, implying that all possible intelligent beings in the Universe should have
the same possible attitudes ( ognitive and pra ti al)
toward the obje tive reality, whi h is universal for everybody (the big \haysta k").
The resear hers began to be ome aware of this
impli it assumption and started riti izing it when
overoptimisti illusions about SETI programs were
dispelled in 1970-ies. At the same time, the osmologists were vividly dis ussing the famous \anthropi
prin iple" (AP), and by late 1980-ies the dominating interpretional models had onsiderably shaken the
naive variant of osmogony and epistemology with its
treatment of ons iousness as the highest form of ree tion of obje tive reality by itself. Understanding
the pla e of intelligen e in the Universe proved to
be not so very simple. Spirit obstinately refused to
t the straightforward frames onstru ted for it by
the \adherents of materialism" with not too mu h
experien e in the philosophy of s ien e. The relation
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\the Universe | per eption of the Universe by man"
turned out to be not a one-way link. We now suggest a very unusual viewpoint on the dis ussions onerning the AP, whi h will allow us to lay down the
methodologi al and paradigmati basis for our interpretation of the AS paradox. We analyze the famous
on ept of \parti ipatory Universe" by J.Wheeler. In
its time, this on ept triggered a wide debate among
the resear h ommunity due to its unorthodox oneptual understanding of the relation between the observer and reality. We now perform a philosophi al
and methodologi al analysis of the visionary bases of
Wheeler's theory and try to show that \everything
old is new again", that when losely examined, the
basi presuppositions of the physi ist Wheeler prove
to be identi al to the postulates of the trans endental
philosophy of Immanuel Kant. We want to emphasize by our paper that physi s and philosophy should
go hand in hand when studying su h omplex onepts as time, ons iousness, and existen e; that physi al interpretations should take into a ount visionary
generalizations and basi philosophi models and lean
upon some fundamental philosophi al metatheories.
We try to reanimate Kantian philosophy and assimilate it into modern s ien e. We also brie y des ribe
some of the basi Kantian ideas in order to link them
to modern quantum osmology.
A ording to Kant, our ognition always begins
with experien e, but is not entirely the produ t of experien e; our ognitive a tivity introdu es something
of its own (B13 ), namely, the form of experien e, the
universal, limit parameters of the obje ts of onsideration (more pre isely, obje ts that an be viewed as
su h), in luding, a ording to Kant, the lo alizability
of obje ts in spa etime, their extensivity, apability
for bearing properties, for obeying the asuality priniple, et . The hara teristi feature of Kant's \ riti al philosophy" was the \Coperni al revolution in
the method of ognition": \. . . It has hitherto been
assumed that our ognition must onform to the obje ts. . . " (BXVI), i.e., the obje t proves to be dependent on the subje t in a ertain sense. Thus in pre3 Here we quote Kant's \Critique o Pure Reason" [Immanuel
Kant. \Critique o Pure Reason". Translated by J. M. D. Meiklejohn, eBooks, Adelaide 2004; Immanuel Kant, Critique of
Pure Reason translated by Norman Kemp Smith, St. Martin's
Press, New York, 1965.; Immanuel Kants Critique of Pure Reason. In Commemoration of the Centenary of its First Publi ation. Translated into English by F. Max Mueller (2nd revised
ed.) (New York: Ma millan, 1922)℄ in a ordan e with international system of pagination: letters A (the rst edition) or B
(the se ond edition) followed by the number of the paragraph.
\Prolegomena. . . " [ Immanuel Kant. Prolegomena: \To Any
Future Metaphysi s That Can Qualify as a S ien e". Translated by P.Carus, Open Court Publishing Company, 1986℄ are
ited by paragraphs.
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Kantian philosophy time was believed to be a property of things by themselves, or their universal obje tive relation that follows from the very fa t of their
existen e (Leibnitz), or universal ontologi al reality,
obje tively existing form, a \vessel" that ontains all
things and the hange of their states, the \arena"
where the world history unfolds (Newton); time was
believed to be an obje tive parameter of nature, or
an attribute, or a substan e (see B49). Kant, on the
other hand, views time (along with spa e) as an a priori form of per eption, sensibility. A ording to Kant,
there are two main and equal sour es of ognition,
whi h reate the entire world of human knowledge:
sensibility and reason. Our senses give us the things,
and reason thinks them. Time an then be understood as a subje tively human (but not in the sense
of subje tive arbitrariness) form or way of existen e
of what we all obje ts of our on epts and, onsequently, of the obje ts proper, be ause Kant identi es
obje t with obje tive representation. The on eptual
a tivity of reason, whi h reates the world of knowledge (and thereby the world of obje ts), is aimed at
the material provided by sensibility, whi h by itself
la ks any oheren e. Time and spa e are eyeglasses
through whi h we look at the world (B. Russell).
We know this about obje ts as a result of per eiving
them, where per eption is understood in the spirit
of the on ept of \re e tion", not be ause obje ts
by themselves are subje t to the ondition of time
(su h a on ept would imply interpreting time as an
ontologi al phenomenon), but be ause there may be
no other obje ts for us, all other obje ts will simply
never fall within the eld of our per eption, within
our obje tive world. Kant a tually abolishes ontology
as an autonomous philosophi al dis ipline by immersing traditional ontologi al problems into epistemology, i.e., he views ontologi al properties of obje ts as
produ ts of gnoseologi al stru tures (a priori forms of
sensibility and reason) and, orrespondingly, onsiders ontology as a part of epistemology. Thus \Time
is therefore given a priori. In it alone is all reality
of phenomena possible. These may all be annihilated
in thought, but time itself, as the universal ondition
of their possibility, annot be so annulled. " (B46).
Time is a ne essary tool of ognition of the world by
man, the underlying means of obje tivation of onepts, whi h lies at the very basis of what we all
obje tive reality. A ording to Kant, obje t is simply
a ne essary orrelate of the ability of our ons iousness to make judgements that are of suprasubje tive
nature. \. . . we are ons ious of them [our representations | K.M.℄ as in a su ession, that is, a ording
to the form of the internal sense [and this is time |
K.M.℄. Time, therefore, is not a thing in itself, nor is
it any obje tive determination pertaining to, or
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inherent in things [highlighting supplied | K.M.℄"

(B54).
Let us quote some more Kant's propositions,
where he unambiguously asserts that the stru ture
of the world depends on that of the subje t who pereives it. Kant agrees with the idea of Berkley that
we are dealing with nothing but the phenomena of
our ons iousness | thoughts, judgements, and onepts4 . \. . . the form [of phenomena℄ must lie ready a
priori for them in the mind, and onsequently an be
regarded separately from all sensation. " (B34); \Categories (a priori stru tures of reason, wherein the universal information about obje ts proper is oded |
K.M.) are on eptions whi h pres ribe laws a priori to
phenomena, onsequently to nature as the omplex of
all phenomena (in luding the laws of asuality, onservation, et . | K.M.)" (B163)5 . \Even the laws of
nature. . . we may therefore at least expe t them to be
determined upon grounds whi h are valid a priori and
ante edent to all experien e" (B198). \. . . ategories
are not derived from nature. . . nature must regulate
herself a ording to them" (B164). \. . . how the onditions a priori of the possibility of experien e are at
the same time the sour es from whi h all the universal laws of nature must be derived." (\Prolegomena",
x17). Laws dis overed by s ien e are introdu ed into
nature by reason: Kant points out that \all empirial laws, although they annot be dedu ed from pure
reason, are only parti ular de nitions of pure laws of
reason, and it is only through and in a ordan e with
these pure laws that empiri al laws are possible"6 .
\. . . reason only per eives that whi h it produ es after its own design" (BXIII). \. . . we (i.e., what onerns the ne essary statements | K.M.) only ognize
in things a priori that whi h we ourselves pla e in
them" (BXVIII)7 . \. . . but in regard to experien e in
general, and everything that an be ognized as an
obje t thereof, these a priori laws are our only rule
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See Mikhailov K.A. \Fundamental oordination" of subje t and obje t in Kant's philosophy // Istoriko- losofskii
al'manakh: Vypusk 1 [Issue 1℄: Kant and modernity. |
Mos ow: Sovremennye tetradi, 2005. { P. 173-182. \Outside
our knowledge we have nothing whi h we ould set over against
this knowledge as orresponding to it" (A104). \It is impossible to nd even the slightest foundation for the idea of . . . an
obje t that exists by itself with no relation to the laws of the
form of ognition" (Kassirer E. \Zhizn' i u henie Kanta" (Life
and Kant's do trine). St-Petersburg, 1997. p. 193).
5 \Quantity (a tually, one of the ategories | K.M.) is an
instrument of thought itself: a pure means of ognition, whi h
we use to onstru t for ourselves the \nature" as the general
regular order of phenomena" (Kasirer E. Opus it. P. 160).
6 Quoted from: Kassirer E. Op. it. P. 152.
7 \pure a priori representations . . . , whi h we an draw in perfe t learness and ompleteness from experien e, only be ause
we had already pla ed them therein, and by that means, and
by that alone, had rendered experien e possible" (B241).

and guide" (B165). \Before obje ts are given to me,
that is, a priori, I must presuppose in myself laws
of the understanding. . . " (BXVII). Categories allow
reason to be ome itself the reator of experien e (see
B127).
Su h are the fundamental bases of Kant's do trine. Its subje tively idealisti ba kground appears
rather evident. Trans endental 8 subje t as Kant alls
it, i.e., olle tive subje t, mankind), uses a priori
s hemes to onstru t \nature as onformability to
law". However, as a philosophi al paradigm, subje tive (more pre isely, subje tival | a term introdu ed
by V.V.Sokolov) idealism has a number of advantages, whi h are important from the viewpoint of the
methodology of riti al approa h, and puts forth a
number of rather profound theses on erning the relation between subje t and obje t and the nature of
knowledge that are better thought-out than naively
materialisti theses. What parti ular on lusions onerning the pla e of subje t in obje tive reality does
Kant draw from his do trine of \a priori forms of ognition"?
The hief thesis is: observer annot be thought o !
The observer, but not the obje t is brought to the
fore when looking for the substantial basis of s ienti world view. This idea is very lose to the viewpoint of quantum physi s! All obje ts appear to be
real only in relation to the ons ien e that per eives
them. \We an and ought to regard extended bodies in it (spa e | K.M.) as real. . . . But time and
spa e, with all phenomena therein, are not in themselves things. They are nothing but representations
and annot exist out of and apart from the mind.
. . . The obje ts of experien e then are not things in
themselves, but are given only in experien e, and have
no existen e apart from and independently of experien e." (B520). Note that an observer | someone
who would imagine it is needed even to imagine an
observer-free universe. The Universe must presume a
(future) observer (\[the Universe℄ ould not develop
in another way" in the language of physi s), otherwise
it is, stri tly speaking, nonexistent. There may not
exist a Universe without someone to as ertain it as
a Universe, it is nonexistent in the absen e of an observer who would onstru t it! \We must well master
this paradoxi al, but quite orre t proposition that
nothing an be in spa e, ex ept what is represented in
it. For spa e itself is nothing but representation, and
whatever is in it must therefore be ontained in that
representation. There is nothing whatever in spa e,
ex ept so far as it is really (highlighting supplied |
8
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K.M.) represented in it. That a thing an exist only in
the representation of it, may no doubt sound strange;
but will lose its strangeness if we onsider that the
things with whi h we have to deal, are not things by
themselves, but phenomena only, that is, representations." (A375).
For Kant, existen e is rst and foremost a ategory of reason whose meaning an be expressed as
follows: \That whi h oheres with the material onditions of experien e (sensation), is real." (B266). Existen e is not any more an attribute of things!
A ording to Kant, the question of existen e of something annot be resolved within the sphere of pure
reason. It is meaningless outside of someone's a tual
ongitive experien e (based on sensuous per eptions).
A ording to Kant, the Universe organizes itself as an
integral system that onforms to laws, the ons iousness of some trans endental subje t. Nature (the Universe) is nothing else but the obje t of all possible
experien e, as an a priori omplex of phenomena
(B163), i.e., the Universe a priori orrelates with its
observer. Reason is the sour e of laws of nature and
thereby the sour e of the unity of nature (it is by no
means in its materiality!): \The unity of the universe,
in whi h all phenomena to be onne ted, is evidently
a mere onsequen e of the admitted prin iple of the
ommunity of all substan es whi h are oexistent."
(B265). Cognition onstru ts fragments of reality |
obje ts | in su h a way as to make them obey the
universal law of nature | the law of universal intera tion, universal interrelation. \For in the understanding alone is the unity of experien e, in whi h all
per eptions must have their assigned pla e, possible.
" (B282). It is only in the form of its s ienti view
(i.e., by thus satisfying the riterion of orderliness,
regularity, and oheren e) that the world a quires and
maintains its unity.
Let us now proje t ourselves to the 20th entury.
Here is Wheeler's statement that has already be ome
lassi : \whether man is involved in the design of
the Universe in a mu h more entral way that one
an previously imagine"9 . Perhaps \There exists one
possible Universe `designed' with the goal of generating and sustaining `observers."10! And Kant: only our
Universe is a essible to us by de nition and therefore the existing Universe is unique. As for various
hypotheti al fantasti Universes, Wheeler points out:
\what good would a universe be with no one to observe it."11 . There is no doubt that Kant would agree
9

Wheeler J. Dis ussion// Cosmology: theory and observations. Mos ow, 1978. P. 368.[in Russian℄
10 Barrow J.D., Tipler F.J. The anthropi osmologi al priniple. Oxford, 1986. P. 21.
11 Wheeler J.A. The universe as home for man. Dis ussion. //
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with this statement, he would even spe ify that the
Universe is nonexistent if not onstru ted by an \observer" (reason). John Wheeler formulates his famous
\parti ipatory anthropi prin iple": \Observers
are ne essary to bring the Universe into being"12 !
And here is what Kant writes: \. . . There are therefore ertain laws (whi h are moreover a priori) whi h
make nature possible" (B263). I.e., the Universe as
su h annot exist without reason, or, more pre isely,
without a subje t in general. Indeed, nature in its
material aspe t (as a omplex of phenomena, obje ts
of per eption) is possible via the arrangement of our
sensibility ; in the formal aspe t (as a omplex of rules
that all phenomena must obey if thought of as related
in experien e) it is possible only via the arrangement
of our reason. A ording to Kant, it is the synthesis
of sensibility and reason, like in the ase of human
knowledge, that makes possible the unity of material
and formal aspe ts of the Universe.
Thus Wheeler asso iates the on ept of \origin"
with su h on epts as genesis, self-organization, selfreferen e, self-re e tion (just like Kant! | K.M.)"13 .
What ideas underlie the reasoning of J.Wheeler?
At the beginning of its evolution the Universe
(or more pre isely, matter) was in a spe i superdense state | the so- alled singularity. Pro esses
that take pla e in it are of quantum nature. Numerous Universe-worlds are born as a result of numerous quantum u tuations of this primordial va uum.
Most of them (e.g., non-three-dimensional Universes
or Universes where fundamental onstants have values that di er from those of our world) do not allow
the development of omplex material stru tures, i.e.,
they are \abortive reations of nature". They ame
into being from nothingness and into nothingness
they passed. \We an say that the Universe is born
perpetually from u tuations. . . the Universe perpetually reprodu es itself"14 . In su h a way, nature tried
many times to reate a Universe that would be able
to self-develop. \We live in the opy of this perpetual reation that is \most appropriate" (for us)"15 .
J.Wheeler suggests a prin iple a ording to whi h
the Universe ould not be born until a idental evolution reated onditions allowing ons iousness to
develop over some nite interval of time, \ ommuni ating ommunity that will give meaning to that
The nature of s ienti dis overy. Wash., 1975. P. 576.
See Barrow J.D., Tipler F.J. Op. it. P. 22.
13 Nesteruk A.V. Problems of global evolutionism and
anthropi prin iple in osmology // Global evolutionism.
Mos ow, 1994. P. 101.
14 Novikov I.D. : \Kuda te het reka vremeni?" (Where does
the stream of time ow?) Mos ow, 1990. P. 172. (In Russian)
15 Ibid. P. 173.
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universe from start to nish". Wheeler sets forth the
same idea in the form of a question: \Is the Universe...
sort of a \self-ex ited ir uit"? Is it possible that by
generating parti ipating observers the Universe a quires through them the tangibility that we all reality?", or \is it possible that billions of observations
haphazardly brought together generate the giant Universe with all its majesti regularities?"16. That is to
say that sele tion of a ertain Universe from the in nite set of ever emerging worlds does not end at the
time of birth of the Universe that is \most appropriate" for self-development, but rather at the time
when this Universe generates an intelligent subje t
who attributes to it this \appropriateness", this property of being a Universe. The resemblan e to Kant's
ideas is evident17 . In support of this statement, we
give the following phenomenal quote from \The Critique of Pure Reason". \To all a phenomenon a real
thing prior to per eption means either that we must
meet with this phenomenon in the progress of experien e, or it means nothing at all.. . . phenomena in
spa e and time (i.e., ll our Universe | K.M.) . . . are
mere representations, whi h if not given in us | in
per eption | are non-existent.. . . The things that really existed in past time. . . But these are to me real
obje ts, only in so far as I an represent to my
own mind (highlighting supplied | K.M.), that a
regressive series of possible per eptions- following the
indi ations of history, or the footsteps of ause and
e e t | in a ordan e with empiri al laws | that,
in one word, the ourse of the world ondu ts us to an
elapsed series of time as the ondition of the present
time. This series in past time is represented

as real, not in itself, but only in onne tion
with a possible experien e. (highlighting supplied

| K.M.). Thus, when I say that ertain events o urred in past time, I merely assert the possibility of
prolonging the hain of experien e, from the present
per eption, upwards to the onditions that determine
it a ording to time." (B521-B524). That is, the past
be omes real, it a quires prior existen e, and the Universe \a quires reality" only when this past be omes

somebody's past, when an observer appears to arrange
the events in temporal order! Without the emergen e
of time proper, i.e., a ording to Kant, without the
emergen e of the on ept of time as a form of pereption of reality (re all that time is the form of the
internal sense that \determines the relation of representations in our internal state." (B50)), the very
idea of sequen e in natural events is meaningless (see
B37). \I must not say of what I think in time (highlighting supplied | K.M.) or in spa e, that in itself,
and independent of these my thoughts (highlighting supplied |K.M. ), it exists in spa e and in
time . . . Obje ts of the senses therefore exist only in
experien e" (\Prolegomena", x52).
Hen e the \strong anthropi prin iple ": observers
must appear in the Universe at a ertain stage of its
development to bring it into existen e. A ording to
quantum me hani s, the properties of obje ts do not
exist until they are measured. J.Wheeler generalizes
this thesis and postulates that the entire Universe is
brought into real existen e only when it is observed,
remaining until then in only a virtual state (\parti ipatory Universe")18 .
Kant uses the old Platoni argument: the simultaneity or sequen e of events ould not have been pereived if sensibility would not a priori have pure intuition of spa e and time (B46)19 . Before the appearan e of intelligen e the very idea of the appearan e of
the Universe is ill posed, be ause it would imply temporal onnotation (the Universe did not exist until a
ertain instant of time). Like Wheeler, who onsiders
the \existen e" of the Universe in two modi | the
\intangible" modus before the development of an intelligent ommunity, and the \tangible" modus, the
modus of reality that intelligent observers impart to
the Universe | Kant ould, in prin iple, distinguish
the existen e of the Universe as the existen e of a
trans endental obje t (whi h orresponds to what appears to us while remaining a thing \in itself", a thing
\beyond" the only world that is real for us, the world
of phenomena) and its real existen e as an existing
obje t (see B522). This reasoning (about the evolution of the Universe) also applies, in prin iple, to the

16

See Nesteruk A.V. Op. it. P. 101.
For a more detailed dis ussion of the problem \Kant's philosophy, status of obje tive reality, and anthropi prin iple" see
our paper: K.A. Mikhailov. Kant's on ept of time and modern quantum theory: subje t and reality // Real'nost' i sub'ekt
[Reality and subje t℄. 2002. Vol. 6. 2714. | P. 54-62. (In Russian). See also our other papers: K.A. Mikhailov. Kant's philosophy and modern osmology // Istoriko-astronomi heskie
issledovaniya / Institute of the History of S ien e and Te hnology named after S.I.Vavilov. Issue. 29 / Edited by G.M.Idlis.
{ Mos ow: Nauka, 2004. { P. 150 { 166; K.A. Mikhailov.
Kant's on ept of time and modern quantum theory: the problem of the existen e of the Universe (In Russian). // http://
www. hronos.msu.ru/REPORTS/mi hailov kantovskaya.htm
17
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These formulations are due to Prof. A.Moskovskii.
Cf. Plato's reasoning: to understand and as ertain that, e.g.,
two animals that we ontemplate belong to the same genus
of \equus", we must already have an a priori on ept of
\equus". Only then we will be able to lassify the empiri obje t under a on ept, i.e., ognize this obje t as a determinate being. Con epts annot appear as a result of omparison,
generalization, or abstra ting, be ause the very attribution of
similarity with the aim to form a general on ept on its basis already implies, a ording to Plato, the knowledge of the
uniformity of the obje ts in question, i.e., mastery of a general
on ept.
19
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future. The fa t that the knowledge of the prin iples
and laws of our (possible) experien e allows us to
tra e the development of the Universe toward the future in luding its evolution to a state that rules out
the existen e of an intelligent observer20 does not ne essarily imply that the Universe as su h has a future
of its own, that it develops and evolves on its own,
and that it will sometimes exist without us. In reality, the Universe has the modi of the future, history,
development, et . only in the ons iousness of the observer who per eives it. It is the observer who makes
possible the notion of the past and future states of the
Universe, it is the observer who unfolds the line of the
world evolution as \real", it is the observer who \attributes a meaning to the Universe from its very beginning and to its very end". The Universe by itself as
a tual whole exists as a universal timeless aggregate
of things. It has neither past, present, or future. It is
improper to say that the Universe a tually developed
before man appeared, | the very notions of hange
and sequen e do not exist without man. In noumena,
i.e., in things viewed in the modus of \existen e for
itself", \nothing happens in this subje t | for it is a
noumenon, and there does not onsequently exist in it
any hange, demanding the dynami al determination
of time" (B569, see also B604). Change of states is
a feature pe uliar only to things viewed as phenomena. And we see the Universe evolving, be ause we
per eive all its obje ts via temporal determinations.
We thus have to a knowledge that we do not observe
the Universe itself, but only its spa iotemporal \se tion". It thus follows that an intelligent observer (and
not just \heavy nu lei") endowed with the property
of self ons iousness and thinking is needed to bring
the Universe into existen e.
Let us see what Kant says. Although \The empirial reality of time, therefore, remains, as the ondition
of all our experien e.21 . . . we deny to time all laim
to absolute reality. . . But absolute reality, a ording
to what has been said above, annot be granted it.
Time is nothing but the form of our internal intuition. If we take away from it the spe ial ondition
of our sensibility, the on eption of time also vanishes; and it inheres not in the obje ts themselves, but
solely in the subje t (or mind) whi h intuites them."
(B54). Thus Kant admitted empiri al reality of time
20

Stars will die out when they exhaust their reserves of nulear fuel (hydrogen) and life in the Universe | at least as
we imagine it now at the urrent stage of the development of
s ien e | will ease to exist in a natural way.
21 \Time is therefore merely a subje tive ondition of our (human) intuition (whi h is always sensuous. . . ), and in itself, independently of the mind or subje t, is nothing. Nevertheless,
in respe t of all . . . things whi h ome within the sphere of our
experien e, it is ne essarily obje tive." (B51).

7

| time as a parameter indeed inheres in empiri ally
existing obje ts. However, this is a se ondary feature.
As a universal ondition for the existen e of obje ts
time is trans endental : \. . . and that if we take away
the subje t, or even only the subje tive onstitution
of our senses in general, then not only the nature
and relations of obje ts in spa e and time, but even
spa e and time themselves disappear; and that these,
as phenomena, annot exist in themselves, but only
in us." (B59)22 . The past, history (as an aspe t of
temporal measurement) is only a modus of human
on eptions, or, more pre isely, of their form, and in
this sense they are ideal. What human intelle t introdu es into nature attributes it the status of reality:
\. . . Save through its relation to a ons iousness that
is at least possible, appearan e ould never be for
us an obje t of knowledge, and so would be nothing
to us; and sin e it has in itself no obje tive reality,
but exists only in being known, it would be nothing at all.. . . " (A120). Thus the Universe is nothing
without self-re e ting ons iousness! An observer is
required for the reation of the Universe to the same
extent as the Universe is requited for the reation of
an observer . . . observers reate the Universe rst of
all (Wheeler)23 .
It follows from Wheeler's ideas that \the emergen e of the Universe should be viewed as the genesis of the obje tive ontent of the notion of the
\Universe in the form of olle tive human ons iousness"24 . And a ording to Kant, the obje tive ontent
(meaning) of knowledge, its attribution to the obje t
22 A ording to Kant, we an say nothing about the \obje tively" existing Universe (in the materialisti sense of the word
\obje tive", i.e., as existing in itself and for itself), and we do
not need it. Of the trans endental obje t (the orrelate of all
our phenomena as phenomena) \of whi h we are quite unable
to say whether it an be met with in ourselves or out of us,
whether it would be annihilated together with sensibility, or, if
this were taken away, would ontinue to exist." (B245). Therefore questions whether the Universe will exist after intelligent
life perishes and if so then how will it exist and what awaits
it in the future, et ., make no sense in modern s ien e. Su h
reasoning is beyond the s ope of s ien e. The point is that the
subje t of su h statements is not an obje t of possible experien e. And only the latter may be obje ts of resear h. \What
things may be in themselves, I know not and need not know,
be ause a thing is never presented to me otherwise than as a
phenomenon. " (B333).
23 See D.Ya.Martynov Anthropi prin iple in astronomy and
its philosophi al importan e // The Universe, astronomy, and
philosophy. Mos ow, 1988. P. 61. \There is no obje t without
a subje t. Here the subje t is in the form of trans endental
apper eption (unity of ons iousness | K.M.). It is an a tive
party. The obje t is its result, however, this subje t exists only
in su h a uniting a tion and not independently of it. Therefore,
a ording to Kant, the subje t does not exist in the absen e of
an obje t" (Tevzadze G. Immanuel Kant: Problems of theoreti al philosophy. Tbilisi, 1974. P. 175).
24 Nesteruk A. Op. it. P. 102.
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are reated by the reason itself: \it is the unity of
ons iousness alone that onstitutes the possibility
of representations relating to an obje t, and therefore of their obje tive validity, and of their be oming
ognitions" (B137). Wheeler says about \ olle tive
ons iousness", whi h, in prin iple, is the same thing
if we remember how Kant treats his \trans endental subje t" | as a supraindividual ability to think
ommon to all mankind, whi h is, however, subje tlo alized, and identi al for all men, as a \ ons iousness in general". \Nature is a ompleted, in arnate
trans endental subje t"25 . \All reality (at least in
form { K.M.) is ontained in the subje t, and its understanding requires an \analysis" of the subje t"26 .
A ording to Kant, something a quires the status of
an existing phenomenon only when I ognize this
something as obje tive, i.e., as something whose properties are invariant with respe t to my subje tive features. And then the appearan e of an obje t (phenomenon) as an obje t des ribed as pertaining to nature, its attribution with the status of a thing |- is
the genesis of the on eption of obje tivity of this
phenomenon (obje t) in human reason. \. . . every intuition must ne essarily be subje t [to the ondition
of syntheti unity of ons iousness, i.e., the unity of
representations in a single ognizing reason | K.M.℄,
in order to be ome an obje t for me ; (B138). A ording to Kant, obje tivity onsists in transferring the
ontent of subje tive ons iousness beyond it as the
ontent of any possible ons iousness. In essen e, phenomena are the knowledge about phenomena: they,
\, in their hara ter of mere representations, are not
given, if I do not attain the ognition of them (in

soning leads us to the philosophi al re e tion of the
SETI problem.
The
prominent
Soviet
astrophysi ist
B.N. Panovkin played the leading role in the
\great disillusionment stage" in extraterrestrial
ivilizations resear h and pioneered the development
of philosophi al and methodologi al aspe ts of the
SETI problem as su h 27 . He pointed out that the
development of parti ular strategies of the sear h for
extraterrestrial ivilizations must be pre eded by the
philosophi al and methodologi al substantiation of
these strategies28 . In Panovkin's opinion, all modern
methods of the sear h for and of hypotheti al
\dete tion" of extraterrestrial ivilizations (e.g., via
radio \eavesdropping" on the Universe, sear h for
manifestations of \astroengineering" a tivities, et .)
are based on impli it, non-obvious, and, essentially,
anthropo entri logi al assumption that \extraterrestrials are also humans", that they see the Universe
like we see it, that they have the same attitude toward it as we have (say, they are also oriented toward
te hnologi al progress), and that they use the same
line of reasoning as we do. To question and riti ize
this assumption, Panovkin uses the apparatus of the
(diale ti ally materialisti ) epistemology and theory
of self-organization. He writes that the medium of a
self-organizing system in ludes only a ertain part
of material intera tions that is of spe ial importan e
and value for this system. The system sort of sele ts
from all matter a parti ular domain identi ed by the
very existen e of the organism. The world that is
given to man is the world that has been hanged,
transformed, and that is being explored by man29 .
Human ognition disse ts the reality30 in a ordan e

Thus the seemingly long reje ted Berkeley's idea
about the \prin ipal oordination" between the subje t and the obje t, the unity of mi ro osm and
ma ro osm (man in the world, the world in man), the
idea about the \human dimension of the Universe"
has resus itated at a new turn of the development
of s ien e, at a new level of the intera tion between
s ien e and philosophy. The world is su h be ause so
it appears for the observing subje t. Hen e a thread
toward the thesis about the multipli ity of worldsUniverses orresponding to the innumerability of the
ways of its onstru tion by a tive ognizing beings (to
adopt this view, one has at least to reje t the thesis
about the material unity of the world). And this rea-

27

other words, I do not attain themselves, for
they are nothing more than empiri al ognitions. . . | highlighting supplied | K.M.)" (B527).

25 Bakradze K.S. The problem of diale ti s in Kant's philosophy // Bakradze K.S. Sele ted philosophi al works. V. 1. Tbilisi, 1981. P. 75. (In Russian)
26 Ibid. P. 76.

Panovkin B.N. Problem of extraterrestrial
ivilizations.
Mos ow, 1979. P. 56-63. B.N.Panovkin expressed the same
ideas in his earlier work: Panovkin B.N. Obje tivity of knowledge and the problem of meaningful information ex hange with
extraterrestrial ivilizations // Filosofskie problemy astronomii
XX veka (Philosophi al problems of the 20th entury astronomy). Mos ow: Nauka, 1976. { P. 240-265. (In Russian)
28 Below we draw parallels between Panovkin's theory and the
basi postulates of Kant's idealisti philosophy; we give many
of these parallels in footnotes | as omments to Panovkin's
theses. However, we may point out now, from the very beginning, that this thesis of B.Panovkin is lose to the so- alled
Kant's \ riti al plan": we must rst analyze the potential and
limitations of ognition itself and only then pass to a tual s ienti
ognition and, in parti ular, to the identi ation of its
main obje ts.
29 This is an evidently onstru tivisti approa h toward interpreting the reality and obje ts of ognition, whi h is very lose
to Kant's philosophy.
30 The authorship of the idea that the prin iples of organization of ognitive experien e, the prin iples of \preliminary
s hematization" of the world view are not universal for all intelligent beings (i.e., are not derivable from the material reality
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with the properties that are determined by the
material experien e of mankind (here Panovkin has
in mind a ertain ommunity of intelligent beings
in general) with its ex lusive hara teristi features.
A ording to Panovkin, the on lusion that material
regularities have identi al manifestations under all
onditions does not follow from the thesis about the
unity of material world (and, let me add from myself,
this was a manifest error). A ording to Panovkin,
the obje tivity of laws shows up in the fa t that they
are invariant at whatever lo ation in the Universe for
ea h and every parti ular intelligent being, however,
they are not bound to be invariant event at the same
lo ation for di erent intelligent beings31 . Panovkin
further says that for the world views to oin ide, not
only material ontexts, but also the methods used to
disse t these ontexts must mat h. It depends on the
a tivity of the subje t32 whether a ertain part of
obje tive reality would be in luded into the sphere of
ognition and pra ti e, and the disse tion of this part
of obje tive reality into \obje ts" and the fa t that
obje ts are disse tioned parts of obje tive reality
is determined by the subje t33 . For man, obje ts
disse ted by his a tivities have absolutely obje tive
existen e, however, only \inside" his ognition34 .
A ording to Panovkin, reality is given to man only
through the prism of his a tivity. Other intelligent
beings would give a di erent des ription for \other"
reality, this des ription would be represented in the
forms and would re e t relations that di er from
those given by terrestrial s ien e. Knowledge annot
be taken out of the ontext of pra ti al a tivity
or ognized by a di erent ognizing subje t that
ignores this ontext35 . A ording to Panovkin, it
is quite possible that a ivilization with a fundamentally di erent arrangement, i.e., a ivilization
as su h) also belongs to Kant.
A ording to Kant, laws are indeed immutable for us, beause they \are only spe i determinations of pure laws of the
reason", whi h is the true lawmaker of nature, but they are immutable only within the framework of ognition by the given
intelligen e ex lusively. By the way, Panovkin should have put
the word \lo ation" in quotes, be ause we annot speak about
a lo ation in the Universe in general, we an speak only about
the lo ation of the given intelligent being in the given Universe.
32 Kant would say: \...a priori stru tures of a ognizing subje t", whi h also onstitute the subje t as su h.
33 Kant expressed the same idea | it is the subje t who attributes a ertain phenomenon the status of an obje t by tting
it the onditions of the unity of apper eption ( ons iousness).
34 Re all that Kant, too, onsiders obje tive knowledge to be
reated by intelligen e, to be its ne essary syntheti a tivity.
B.N.Panovkin, without his knowing, re ounts in a materialisti way the famous Kant's theory known as trans endental
dedu tion of ategories.
35 A ording to Kant, \ onditions of the possibility of experien e" typi al for the given ognizing subje t.
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with di erent self-organization or a di erent type
of pra ti al a tivity, would not see our Universe in
the form as we see these (our) obje ts. It is possible
that, on ludes B.Panovkin, the very attempt to
pla e other intelligent worlds into \our" Universe,
or even to arrange them in \other Universes" in the
form they appear to us, would prove to be absolutely
naive36 .
Su h is the rather ontroversial theory suggested
by B.N.Panovkin37. Panovkin views man as a distinguished (due to spe i s of pra ti e under terrestrial onditions) intelligent being. Panovkin's on ept
ame under a storm of riti ism in astronomi al literature and in the literature on philosophy of s ien e
from the position of \ onsistent materialism" | the
do trine about material unity of the world, about the
unity of the laws of existen e and ognition. We believe that Panovkin's on ept deserved this fare ritisism along these lines. Pakovkin's on ept is indeed
in onsistent and e le ti . His postulates that the sele tion of obje ts of ognition is determined by pra ti e are lose to pragmatism, his reasoning about various \disse tions" of the uni ed (whereas the unity
evaporates as a result of this very disse tion!) material world are rather abstra t and spe ulative, he
does not distinguish between essential and se ondary
(ne essary and a idental) \disse tions". For example, any ommunity of intelligent beings is bound to
dis over one and the same invariant law of nature
(perhaps at di erent time), although it may formulate it in its own language. Thus B.Panovkin leaves
the true diale ti s o s reen. He, nally, puts himself
in a spot be ause of his in orre t quoting of lassi
works. Panovkin writes: \As Karl Marx emphasized,
\The dispute over the reality or non-reality of thinking that is isolated from pra ti e is a purely s holasti
question" "38 . It is, however, lear, that Marx a tually
means not reality as su h in its ontologi al sense, but
the reality of thought, i.e., the riteria of its obje tive
36 Kant ould point out that, indeed, if every intelligen e with
no dire t knowledge onstru ts by itself its own unique Universe (variety of sensuous per eptions in spe i forms) from its
own \in idental material" using its own, maybe unique, rules,
then the probability of these two intelligen es to meet would
hardly di er from zero even if the two Universes prove to be
identi al.
37 The physi ist A.A.Grib expressed similar views: \the subje t. . . \ uts out" of reality a ertain \se tor" where the physi al onditions of its existen e are realized and whi h is therefore the only \se tor" the subje t an be \ oreferen ed" with as
an observer" (See Balashov Yu.V., Illarionov S.V. Anthropi
prin iple: ontent and spe ulations // Global'nyi evolyutsionizm (Filosofskii analiz) [Global evolutionism (philosophi la
analysis)℄. Mos ow, 1994. { P. 117) (In Russian).
38
Panovkin B.N. Problem of extraterrestrial
ivilizations. . . P. 59.
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signi an e, riteria of truth39 . However, these are totally di erent issues! B. Panovkin sees no di eren e
between the signi an e and importan e of a sign.
B.N.Panovkin relativizes signi an e with respe t to
the entire system of signs in the sense that di erent
systems of the des ription of the world may ontain
no signs to denote one and the same invariant obje t. Thus, for example, we measure in our referen e
frame the frequen y of emission of neutral hydrogen
| the frequen y that exists obje tively in nature |
and say that it is equal to 21 m. Panovkin appears to
believe that in a di erent system of world ognition
this frequen y would not just have a di erent value
depending on the standards employed, but even that
analogs of the very notions of \radiation frequen y"
and \hydrogen" may be absent, be ause they are onstru ted by man who lives in his unique dimension of
the world.
Our task and intention are to view Panovkin's
on ept, the ontext in whi h no one appears to have
ever analyzed it. We try to understand B.Panovkin
maybe better than he did it himself. As we already
pointed out above, we demonstrate that the philosophi al basis of Panovkin's theory is a tually idential to that of Kant's trans endental philosophy. Kant
was the rst to address the problem of the orrelativeness between the properties (i.e., the nature)
of subje t and those of its world. It was Kant who
\pointed out" the anthropo entri nature of naively
realisti on epts about a di erent intelligen e. Not
too many resear hers surmise that Kant a tually formulated and theoreti ally analyzed the philosophi al
problem of how reality is viewed by reatures with a
di erent organization of intelligen e, and the problem
of possible existen e of su h reatures in general.
Kant by no means onsiders man to be the only
possible intelligent reature and, onsequently, does
not onsider our ognitive ability to be unique. There
may exist aggregates of other onditions of experien e understood in a totally di erent way, thinking
that may be totally di erent in prin iple. \What is
known to us as experien e is based on the joint e e t
of . . . pure intuition and pure reason. We have no positive understanding of how would experien e appear
with one of these fa tors eliminated or de ned in a
totally di erent way in its respe t to the other fa tor;
we even do not know whether su h an assumption
would preserve any form of experien e in general, its
39

The problem is a tually due to the ambiguous nature of
the statement \The dispute over the reality or non-reality of
thinking. . . is a purely s holasti question". What is a tually
s holasti : when \pure" thought divor ed from pra ti al a tivity \asks" about reality (being), or when the question is raised
about the orrelation between thought and reality (about real,
a tual ontent of thought) in isolation from pra ti e?

rm regular stru ture. . . the notion of noumenon, i.e.,
things that must be on eived by pure reason. . . as a
thing by itself, and this question remains . . . purely
problemati . The obje t understood in su h a way is
not a spe ial. . . obje t for our reason, \reason it would
refer to, and it is itself a problem", a method of ognition of whose possibility we have not the slightest
idea"40 .
And here what Kant says: \As to the intuitions of
other thinking beings, we annot judge whether they
are or are not bound by the same onditions whi h
limit our own intuition, and whi h for us are universally valid." (B43). \We know nothing more than our
mode of per eiving them [i.e., obje ts | via a priori forms of sensibility | spa e and time | K.M.℄,
whi h is pe uliar to us, and whi h, though not of neessity pertaining to every animated being, is so to
the whole human ra e." (B59). \It is, moreover, not
ne essary that we should limit the mode of intuition
in spa e and time to the sensuous fa ulty of man. It
may well be that all nite thinking beings must ne essarily in this respe t agree with man (though as to
this we annot de ide). . . (highlighting supplied |
K.M.)" (B72). \. . . we were not able to prove that the
sensuous is the only possible intuition, . . . but neither
ould we prove that another kind of intuition was possible. . . " (A252). \. . . the ognition of every, at least
of every human (highlighting supplied | K.M.),
understanding is a ognition through on eptions{
not intuitive, but dis ursive.41 " (B93). \. . . so that we

annot form the least on eption of any other
possible understanding (highlighting supplied |

K.M.), either of one su h as should be itself intuition,
or possess a sensuous intuition, but with forms different from those of spa e and time." (B139)! If we
laim to ognize the possibility of intelle tual intuition42 then we wish \so that thus we should not be
men, but belong to a lass of beings, the possibility
of whose existen e, mu h less their nature and onstitution, we have no means of ognizing." (B334). For
us, understandable by mind (the obje t of intelle tual
intuition) is a tually nothing (B336). It thus follows
that other intelligent beings with other \eyeglasses",
other forms of ognition may \exist" somewhere in a
pla e that is ina essible for us. Kant believes that
any sear h for pure obje tivity of the world (understood in its naively materialisti variant) is mean-

40

Op. it. { P. 193.
Dis ursive (mediate) ognition is ognition of things via notions to whi h sensuous intuitions are referred.
42 Intelle tual intuition is the hypotheti al ability of ognition
implying dire t ongition of things by reason (via its pure a
priori notions), whi h does not require the obje t to be given
in sensuous per eption.

41
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ingless, and so is the question about the universal
stru ture of ognition. Our world view (method of
ognition) annot be generalized over all intelligent
beings. Yes, we see the world in spa etime and we
use ategories to partition it a ordingly (in terms of
quality, magnitude, ause, et .). However, this applies
only to us! Our intuition is always sensuous intuition
and therefore no obje t is ever given to us in experien e that would not be subordinate to the ondition
of time (re all that Kant views ategories as a priori
de nitions of time). \It is therefore from the human point of view only (highlighting supplied |
K.M.) that we an speak of spa e, extended obje ts,
et .. . . It is lear that we annot make the spe ial onditions of sensibility into onditions of the possibility
of things, but only of the possibility of their existen e as far as they are phenomena. And so we may
orre tly say that spa e ontains all whi h an appear to us externally, but not all things onsidered as
things in themselves, be they intuited or not, or by
whatsoever subje t one will." (B42-43).
It is thus that Kant arrives at the idea of possible in ommensurability of the views of the Universe.
It in no way follows that all reatures are arranged
in the same way as we are. This would be an obvious anthropo entrism (whose riti ism is an obvious
impli ation of trans endentalism). All our theoreti al
onstru tions are based on our ognitive net. A ording to Kant, man is also a distinguished intelligent
being, an intelligent being distinguished by its inherent trans endental stru ture of ognition. Of ourse,
this is not so for materialism. The laws of ognition
stri tly orrespond to the laws of obje tive being (the
world) that are universal for all intelligent reatures,
and therefore are themselves universal. Intelligent beings may di er only in morphology but not in essen e.
Kant thus arrives at the problem of mutual understanding of \intelligen es" via the problem of potential nonequivalen e of possible world \views". Kant's
epistemology emphasizes the possible uniqueness of
this trans endental net (re all: \though as to this we
annot de ide") and this raises the problem of semanti onta t. Although, of ourse, \we an form no view
whatsoever" of truly other intelligen es.
Thus one an indeed nd in Kant's philosophy anti ipations of the \Problem of semanti onta t with
extraterrestrial ivilizations". And this is a very remarkable fa t | an eighteenth- entury philosopher
thought within the framework of the same paradigm
as modern methodologists | having no s ienti fa ts
available whatsoever pertaining to the eld onsidered. We thus see that B.Panovkin a tually redis overed Kant's idea about trans endental nets in ognition (more pre isely, about possible in ommensurability of world views developed by di erent intelligent
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beings), and even repeated Kant's theses and arguments by expressing them in the language of Soviet
philosophy. B. Panovkin sensed the profound idea of
the onstru tive nature of s ienti world view, the
idea of a spe ial status of theoreti al on epts, their
irredu ibility to observational terms, the idea of `logial s a olding of the world", the idea of possible noninterse tion of su h world views of di erent intelligent
beings, but he tried to plant this idea on the materialisti ground that proved to be inappropriate for
it.
We thus see that Kant's ideas about the stru ture
of the world bear fundamental aÆnity to modern astrophysi al theories, and the topi ality and profound
on eptual pathos of Kant's philosophy be ome immediately apparent. If other beings have a di erent
trans endental net, \our Universe may in fa t remain
unseen by them". They live in a sort of another dimension of the \world", in a dimension of their own
(in this ase it is un lear what is the world as a whole).
Kant ould further develop Shklovsky's idea about
the potential solitude of man in the Universe. We indeed see no one in our Universe, be ause it is a priori
our Universe | it so appears to us through our trans endental net. If other beings have a di erent net
then they will have a di erent Universe. As for us, we
an observe in our Universe only what is onsistent
with the formal onditions of our experien e, i.e., a
di erently arranged intelligen e is simply impossible
in our Universe! Inhabitants of distant planets, \they
are therefore really existent, if they stand in empiri al
onne tion with my a tual or real ons iousness, although they are not in themselves real (highlighting supplied | K.M.), that is, apart from the progress
of experien e." (B521). And what if all intelligen es
are di erently arranged? We then are indeed alone!
However, Kant himself was optimisti in this regard:
\I should not hesitate to stake my all on the truth
of the proposition | if there were any possibility of
bringing it to the test of experien e | that, at least,
some one of the planets, whi h we see, is inhabited."
(B853).
Note that Kant did not raise the question as to
how the very ability to think is possible, i.e., the question of the origin of intelligen e itself. \. . . be ause my
prin ipal problem is and remains, \What and how
mu h may understanding (Verstand) and reason (Vernunft) know without all experien e?", and not, \How
is the fa ulty of thought possible?"" (AXVII).
Having expli itly stated the enormous role that
ons iousness plays with respe t to the status of the
existen e of the Universe, let us now learly formulate
our own hypothesis: some obje tive me hanisms

exist that prevent semanti onta t between
di erent intelligent beings (whi h belong to in-
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dependently developed ivilizations). These me hanisms lie not in the realm of material regularities
(they annot be there), but within the nature of intelligen e proper. In other words, onta t with \other
intelligen e" is somewhat logi ally in onsistent | like
a journey to one's own past and meeting oneself there.
The true goal of philosophi al and methodologi al
omponent of SETI programs is to identify the ontent of this in onsisten y. And, in our opinion, here
again German philosophy suggests an answer.
The trans endentally idealisti approa h toward
the interpretation of the essen e of intelligen e found
its ompletion and nal logi al justi ation in the
great system of Hegel. Re all that Kant leaves unlear the origin of the ability to think, the ability of
every mind to onstru t its own Universe. It remains
un lear how to re on ile s ienti data on the development of living matter from abioti matter with
the prin iple of \inverse orrelation" between material world and man's ability to think. (By the way,
here it is appropriate to re all the \parti ipatory anthropi prin iple" of J.Wheeler). For Hegel, everything aligns in a single sequen e. Yes, nature develops,
human spirit (ability of ons iousness) develops from
abioti \matter", however, this nature, matter is otherbeing of Spirit as su h in its pure form. There is no
insurmountable di eren e between human ons iousness and matter | they both are manifestations of
one and the same ommon origin (the Absolute Idea)
and, stri tly speaking, they are this very origin in a
limited form. Their ontologi al di eren e is only illusory. It is in orre t to say that matter pre eded
spirit, matter itself is a form of otherbeing of the same
Spirit, whi h in the form of human spirit simply beomes aware of itself as a spirit and returns to itself,
be omes itself, thereby ompleting the pro ess of selfknowledge and hen e of self- onstru tion43 .
Hegel brilliantly \substantiates" the absolute neessity for the uniqueness of human ivilization (human reason) in the Universe. On e having arrived
to its self-negation in its pure timeless development
(the state of being when \time was yet nonexistent"), alienates itself into nature (the \Big Bang"),
by putting itself the \task" to go to self- ons iousness
in its otherbeing (\return to itself") via the development of its forms. At a ertain stage the spirit (human ons iousness in various forms of subje tive, obje tive and absolute | higher forms of world outlook
in luding the philosophy of spirit) originates from nature, and its individual representatives (\pre ursors
of the Idea") ful ll this task. Hegel's theory is a tu-

ally a philosophi al variant of the \theory of Absolute knowledge". Hegelian philosophy puts the end
to history as su h 44 , the system of human knowledge rea hes its logi al limit (empiri ally, say, te hni al thought may go further, but this would hange
nothing in the knowledge as su h in its politi al and
world-outlook dimension), ompleting a \full ir le".
It is thus lear that sin e the Idea, Logi is one whole
(here is the absolute unity, whi h eliminates the problem of multipli ity of possible reasons and their Universes), then human intelligen e is also one whole and
unique | as a form of otherbeing of the Idea, be ause
| just logi ally | it is possible to alienate from itself and return to itself only on e. The Universe as
su h is one whole | it was reated in an a t of timeless reation by the origin that is united in itself |
Absolute Idea (Primordial Va uum, impersonal God
| Pure Logi ). Idea annot return itself to itself simultaneously and twi e (\from di erent pla es") in
a onsistent way (Idea is Logi as su h) and hen e
it annot imply this as a theoreti al possibility in
general, and hen e we are alone in the Cosmos that
we observe and, moreover, Cosmos itself is one whole
and unique | this statement is proved a priori, beause Hegel deprives human ability to think of its,
so to say, \individual (personal) belonging". The entire evolution of Cosmos is dire ted toward a single
obje t | the self-knowledge of Spirit, whi h is empiri ally implemented in the reation of this (Hegelian)
philosophi al system. Hen e the very appearan e of
this system is \self-eviden e", it proves its truth and
hen e it proves the uniqueness of intelligent life in the
Universe. This is a lassi example that demonstrates
the possibility of premiseless thinking and hen e the
possibility of reje ting any subje tivism and the possibility of Absolute Truth as su h. The terrestrial ivilization is unique. The Idea has nowhere to rush in
its absolute eternity. It \knows" that it will sooner
or later nd an appropriate philosopher (it a tually
turned out to be Hegel), and reate (in advan e) for
this philosopher all the onditions for the nal and
de isive step. The Idea does not need to \se ure itself" via multipli ity of worlds in order to in rease
in su h a pe uliar way the probability of ompleting the empiri al pro ess of the history of philosophy,
i.e., of the return to itself. This probability is a priori
equal to unity, be ause it is logi al truth by virtue
of the very hara teristi s of the Idea. A ording to
Hegel, the end of intelle tual history is inevitable in
this philosophi al sense! And therefore we are alone!
These Hegelian ideas are lose to the theory of

43 We annot here expound the basi s of Hegelian philosophy.
We refer the reader to the works of V.V.Sokolov (\Hegel's philosophy").

44

The aim of history is to ome to the understanding that
history is self-knowledge of Spirit and thereby to omplete it.

Philosophi al and methodologi al premises for...

I.Prigogine. He also points out that \man o upies
an absolutely distinguished position in the world".
\Here, anthropi prin iple not only states the form of
the implementation of the form or type of reality, but
also leads us to on lude that su h a statement is possible only as a result of evolution, development of the
Universe". \...having made a full ir le ( ompare it
with the ir le in the self- omprehension of the Idea in
Hegel's philosophy | K.M.), we returned to the starting point and now see ourselves as an integral part
of the world we des ribe". Like Prigogine, J.Wheeler
suggested in 1986 a model of ons ious physi s (note
that he even uses Kantian and Hegelian terms!). At
the urrent stage the observer be ame ons ious of
his role, i.e., the role of observability in the formation of the ontent of the physi al reality of the Universe. Wheeler's and Prigogine's on epts present, in
a logi ally summarized form, \the evolution, history
of human knowledge and ognition, and use on rete
examples to un over the diale ti s of the ontent and
form (whi h is essentially Kantian and Hegelian |
K.M.) of the ognition of our Universe by Man... In
this on ept, the very pro ess of ognition is prone
to evolution: \Physi s, nally, be omes as histori al
as history itself" " 45 . As Einstein predi ted, physi s
essentially transforms into metaphysi s, i.e., into philosophy.

45

See Nesteruk A.V. Op. it. P. 105-107.
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The ontradi toriness of \ onta t between intelligen es" an also be illustrated as follows. It is lear
that an extraterrestrial ivilization that has rea hed
the stage of onta t must be suÆ iently developed
in terms of the humanities and world outlook. Hen e
this extraterrestrial ivilization must have history of
philosophy (of its own). Logi al onsiderations di tate that the works of the philosophers of this extraterrestrial ivilization should re e t, on the whole,
the same problems as those that terrestrial philosophers had and have to onfront (the obje tive nature
of philosophi al problems, e.g., the problem of the
substan e of the world, relation between spirit and
matter, et .). This means that we would meet there
analogs of Plato, Berkeley, Kant, and Hegel. Hen e
this ivilization would also be onvin ed that it is the
very last tool of the Absolute Idea. However, its meeting with us would make this on lusion absurd (and
so would be ome our own on lusion). Hen e Hegelian
system is wrong. However, this possibility is ex luded
by its onstru tion (it proves itself). Hen e there is no
su h a thing as extraterrestrial intelligen e! A system
similar to Hegelian system may appear only on e, and
this fa t rules out multipli ity of intelligent beings in
the Universe.
Thus in this work we tried to philosophi ally substantiate the uniqueness of human ivilization, the
fundamental solitude of man in the Universe.

